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Description...
The Fieldcraft Survival First Responder Outside the Waistband Tourniquet Holder with Interchangeable
Belt and Molle Clip was designed to increase accessibility to the Combat Application Tourniquet® when
required in the field. Fieldcraft Survival designed this TQ holder with several critical features, including:
Windlass Clip Protector, Tension Grasp Design, Easy Removal, Single Screw Point, and Spring Steel Clip.
The Windlass Clip Protector shields the hook and loop windlass retention clip from wearing against
clothing or gear. The Tension Grasp Design creates a snug fit for the tourniquet that expands to allow
insertion or removal while holding the device securely during daily wear. The Easy Removal design allows
the Single Routing Buckle to easily clear the holster without catching on molded case elements. The
Single Screw Point provides easy assembly and modification when changing between belt and Molle
clips options. Finally, the Spring Steel Clip (high strength clips constructed from spring steel) form the
backbone of the holder and ensure long life and durable materials.

Features:
• Windlass Clip Protector shields the hook and loop windlass retention clip from
wearing against clothing or gear

• Tension Grasp Design creates a snug fit for the tourniquet that expands to allow
insertion or removal while holding the device securely during daily wear

• Easy Removal design allows the Single Routing Buckle to easily clear the holster
without catching on molded case elements

• Single Screw Point provides easy assembly and modification when changing
between belt and Molle clips options

• Spring Steel Clip (high strength clips constructed from spring steel) form the
backbone of the holder and ensure long life and durable materials

Item #

Color

30-0285

BLK

NSN#

Specifications:
• Measurements (bag only): L 6 in. x W 2.5 in. x D 1.5 in.
• Weight: 0.3 lb

